BOLT ACTION

Amulet of Morbious Scenario 1:
Peril of the Daleks

The Daleks have 5x 3 Dalek + leader sections. The
Daleks can swap one Dalek drone for a special
weapons Dalek.

Objective

The Daleks. are seeking to capture or kill professor
Solomon, and destroy his Lab. The Unit side must defend
the base until a strategic air strike is launched against
the Daleks ship. The air strike is launched at the end of
turn 5. From then on at the start of each turn the U.N.I.T
player rolls 1D6 to see if the air-strike is successful that
turn. There is an increasing chance of success for this,
so in turn 6 a roll of 5 or 6 is a successful strike, in turn 7
a roll of 4, 5 or 6 is successful, in turn 8 a roll of 3,4,5,6
and from turn 9 onwards a roll of 2-6 is successful. A
successful air-strike will mean that the game ends that
turn.

The Doctor and his companions arrive on Earth in the
1970s. They soon find that a top secret U.N.I.T. base is
under attack by the daleks. The Daleks are trying to
destroy the work of Professor Solomon who has created
a devastating new weapon called the Metallic
Intelligence Neutralisation Device (M.I.N.D.) Professor
Solomon has the first part of Morbious Amulet, and will
give it to the Doctor if he survives the game.

The Set-Up

UNIT Are the defending players. They set up anywhere
within the U.N.I.T base. The Professor and his M.I.N.D
DEVICE are placed in one of the base buildings, the
Dalek player must not see which building. Daleks
deploy,in the Dalek deployment zone. Unit have 3x 5 men
+ officer sections, 1 vicars mmg, 2x PIAT sections, 1
Willies Jeep and Professor Solomon & a bodyguard

Game duration

Between 6 and 12 turns. If the air-strike has not
happened by turn 12 that is the last turn and unless one
side claims victory within that turn the game is drawn.
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Victory

If a successful air-strike is called and if the Daleks
have do not capture or kill Professor Solomon, and
destroyed his lab in that last turn then the game is a
U.N.I.T. Victory. Alternately if all the Daleks are
destroyed it is also a U.N.I.T. victory. This is a limited
Dalek Strike-force, with no additional reinforcements

Special rules

If professor Solomon is killed but his lab is not
destroyed the Doctor and his companions can search
the lab for the Amulet section. They can ‘Seek and
Find’ (see below) the amulet.
Luck
The Doctor and his companions have luck. This allows
them to make their enemies re-roll 1 firing dice per
turn.
Independent actions
The Doctor and his companions can take independent
actions of each other, thought they are still a section,
and only have one order dice. So when their dice is
drawn they can each do different things.

Seek and find
To search a room for something known to be in that room.
Each member of the squad rolls 1 D6 per turn a roll of 6 finds
the item. A character with the ‘I'm a lucky sort of man’ ability
can find the item on a roll of 4,5 or 6.

The Assassins

The mysterious being who is searching for the amulet has
sent a crack squad of his soldiers to find the amulet. These
can be operated by a third player, or the Dalek player. They
get 1 activation dice, which it is suggested to use a 3rd
colour for. The Assassins must try to locate the Lab, kill the
professor and find the amulet. Once in the lab they can ‘Seek
and Find’ the amulet..
If they still have the amulet in their possession at the end of
the game, or they get off the board with it then the ‘Evil’ side
has won this round of the campaign. The squad leader has
the amulet, if he is killed then it takes the following turn for
another one of his squad to take the amulet. If the whole
squad is killed then the amulet marker is placed where they
died and any one can go on retrieve it. Either Orgons, Ape
Men or Sontarans would make good assassin squads.

U.N.I.T, the Doctor and Professor Solomon all deploy in the base
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